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Running record example early childhood

Writing a running record requires an educator to act like a video camera, recording all important behaviors and interactions as they occur. While anecdotal records are written after they occur, the running records are written as the work progresses. If you read one aloud, it may seem a bit like a suspension running a
sporting event: Cornwire passes the puck to Savard. Savard carries the disc down, above the blue line. He ends, he shoots, he scores!  Why use running records? The record that is being written includes everything that happens, in the order in which it occurs. Observers limit the amount of editing they do as they record.
Instead, the idea is to record as much raw data as possible. Using this open method means that educators can gather a lot of information in a relatively short period of time. As such, this is a popular choice for professionals in this field. How do I write a running record? Running records are written as the work unfolds in
front of you, so use the present-shaped when you type them (click here to see the exercise that will help you - a 3rd set of questions will help you exercise your already stress). Being positive and objective, using descriptive language is also important things to keep in mind when writing your anecdotal records. Click here
for related exercises. Give yourself a temporary time frame to write a running record. For example, it is decided in advance to observe the children in the sand box for the first 15 minutes of free play. The process of writing a running log can be very tiring. The nanny is also required to step out of her active role in order to
record her observations immediately. This is referred to as the role of spectator and observer. Getting organized ahead of time is the key. Sample run log - See annette clip kneeling down next to Maya and begins wiping her face with a damp cloth. As Annette begins to clear Maya's right hand, Maya grabs the cloth with
her left hand and snatches away Annette. Annette asks, do you want to do that? Maya begins to wipe her mouth and tongue, holding the cloth tightly in both hands. Annette smiles, claps her hands together and cheers, well! Good job! Annette extends out and begins to lift Maya bib on her head. Maya transfers the wet
cloth to her right hand, then, as the apron is lifted up and on her head, grabs it with both hands again. She wipes the cloth across her cheek and mouth, then slammed strongly into her tongue four times. Click here for exercises to help practice writing records. A forum for students who do a diploma in child care. Forum
Rules are important: Student support in our forum will now be part of the Premium Subscription Service. This means that students who have purchased a premium subscription will be provided with free support on our website. forums by us. This will only be available to students who have purchased a Premium
subscription. Click here to subscribe. Katherine Schneider Newbie Posts: 3 Joined: Saturday May 21, 2016 8:33 AM Edited by Katherine Schneider » Saturday May 21, 2016 6:57 pm Hello There I'm Hoping I Post This Correctly. I am currently studying a diploma at Tafe SA in Adelaide. One of the assessments for the
implementation of the 3A Best Practice Assessment - Documentation - make learning visible in early childhood. The question is what did you notice that the child does and said that it is important for learning and development? Record at least 5 notes from each child using 3 different methods of registration. One way must
be an educational story. Collect meaningful information that determines their learning through interactions (including a child's voice), strengths, skills, and understandings. Attach your narration, sample, example work, learning story, photos with jogging or other. So far I've written the following, can you consider it a run
log? I have put the word child or child my observation here but in my assessment I will have the child's name. Note 4 - Operating record. Tuesday, May 17, 2016 at 10:30 am this morning you have put a gloop for children to play with abroad. I used this as an active learning environment for my child's observation because
i enjoyed playing with the moon sands I had the week before. The child at the other end of the yard was playing on the slide. A group of children gathered around and watched as I made a gloop. The kid was still playing on the slide. A few older children put their hands straight as soon as I had finished making it and they
were making a lot of mess but having fun. One of my coworkers invited children who were playing elsewhere including my note baby to see if they wanted to come and see what was happening. Some children came. The kid didn't come and he kept playing on the slide and the kid wondered my note but he stood behind
everyone, watching what was going on. There was a room closer to the tub until the child approached. He leaned over and looked at her and saw what the other children were doing. He used the tip of his fingers to touch the gloop and pinch it as he put it close to his face. He then wiped his fingers on his pants and went
down to the slide. Thank you in advance and hope it makes sense. Katherine Lorena Moderator Posts: 13451 Joined: Thursday, November 19, 2009 7:36 AM Posted by Lorina » Sunday, May 22, 2016 11:28 am Writing a running record requires the teacher to behave like a video camera, recording all important
behaviors and interactions as it happens. While anecdotal records are written after they occur, the running records are written as the work progresses. If you read one aloud, it It looks a bit like a suspension running a sporting event: Cornwire passes the puck to Savard. Savard carries the disc down, above the blue line.
He ends, he shoots, he scores! Sample running record Annette kneels down next to Maya and starts wiping her face with a damp cloth. As Annette begins to clear Maya's right hand, Maya grabs the cloth with her left hand and snatches away Annette. Annette asks, do you want to do that? Maya begins to wipe her mouth
and tongue, holding the cloth tightly in both hands. Annette smiles, claps her hands together and cheers, well! Good job! Annette extends out and begins to lift Maya bib on her head. Maya transfers the wet cloth to her right hand, then, as the apron is lifted up and on her head, grabs it with both hands again. She wipes
the cloth across her cheek and mouth, then slammed strongly into her tongue four times. Ref: Run Records Hopefully Help This, Loriana Shivana Novice Posts: 1 Joined: Saturday, May 27, 2017 7:57 pm Post by Shivana » Saturday, May 27, 2017 10:53 pm Hello Each Body, What is the difference between a run book
and a learning story? Thanks to Shiva staff use jogging as a quick reminder of the things they noticed. These jogging tend to have short phrases or sentences that describe a single event or interaction. For example, Matthias stacks three large blocks covered with foam, and looks at my father, and says 'Bwocks!'
Employees use narrative notes to document a particular occurrence and usually focus on specific skills, behaviors, or interactions. Employees determine how much detail should be included in a narrative note. These notes tend to be more comprehensive than jogging. However, anecdotal notes may begin as a jog, with
additional details added later. Employees use operating records to collect detailed narrative information within a specific time frame. They write everything they see and hear, as events and behaviors occur and in the order in which they occur, during the observation period. These novels are extensive and provide a rich
and inclusive vision for children. However, it requires more time to retreat, observe and write than employees may have while caring for children, during a home visit or group promiscuity. Running records may be useful for the program administrator to collect as part of ongoing employee support or if there is a specific
problem with a child. When a teacher uses this method in the classroom, think about ways to maintain a 1:4 employee-to-child ratio (or a 1:3 ratio for group size of nine) and ensure that the entire group is covered and effectively supervised during the teacher's participation. Programs may need to provide additional staff
for this purpose. Regardless of the type of written note used, the recorded information must be accurate and objective and provide an unbiased view of the child or children described. Subject: Child The key words for the review: Children's Note Last updated: December 3, 2019 No single note can give you all the
information you'll need about your child's development. In order to truly understand the child's unique attributes, preferences, personality and strength, you must constantly monitor them, using many authentication tools and techniques. Each mode of control has strengths and limitations. In this section, we will review
some of the most common techniques and tools that teachers use to collect objective control guides: running the record; (a) checklists; frequency number; narrative record; business model; Learning story; And technology. Figure \PageIndex{1}): Note is one of the oldest forms of recording notes. (Public Domain; Glenn
Carstens Peters of Unsplash) one of the oldest observational methods used in teaching a child early is the running record. Some consider records to be an informal method of observation compared to narrative descriptions or sample records, which are an official method of data collection. The main difference between
the two methods is that with the current record, evidence is collected in a more spontaneous (informal) manner when it occurs, while with a narrative description a (official) plan will be arranged in advance, before observation. More specifically, you'll schedule a day, time, prepare, choose a specific child or group of
children, and decide the purpose or reason or focus on your observation (such as cognitive skills, social interactions, and play patterns). Both methods provide rich and detailed evidence, both provide written accounts of everything you see and hear a child doing within a specific time frame (Bentzen, 2009). For the
purpose of this text, we will use the term current record and recommend that, as a deliberate teacher, we recommend that you perform operating records (whether spontaneous, planned, informal or official) as part of your regular or routine feedback. The main objective of using an operating record is to obtain a detailed



and objective account of conduct without inference, explanations, or assessments (Bentzen, 2009, p.112). You will know that you have collected good guides when you close your eyes and you can see the pictures in your mind as shown in your run log (Bentzen, 2009). All you need is time, paper and pen to collect your
control guides. The goal with the running log is to write down everything you see and hear - just as it happens, without adding any comments or attaching any opinions. As the saying goes: only the facts, ma'am! With the playrecord format, not only will you highlight children's behavior, you will record the setting, status,
and sequence in which the behavior occurred. Be as descriptive as possible So far be as concise as possible. Children move fast, so you have to write fast. When you make a run record, you need to be out of proportion. You step back and observe from a distance. Do not interfere with the child's normal play, do not ask
questions and do not run after them. Be as invisible as possible. As you collect rich and detailed data throughout the school year, you will begin to learn about development patterns, and you will see the unique features of each child, characters, and abilities when they appear. Make sure all records are running; Having
12-24 kids in your classroom can add up to a lot of running records. You'll need to store records that work safely in a portfolio or file folder. When it comes time to assess a child's development, you will be able to look back and review all the evidence you have collected and monitor the child's progress over time. Note: A
run log is the perfect monitoring method for students. Teachers may not always have time or cover staff to make an operating record. Table \PageIndex{1}: The operation of the disadvantages of the advantages of the registry provides detailed data on who, where, where and when evidence is documented when it occurs,
in a sequence that provides appropriate objective and descriptive evidence to gather basic information about the child's interests, abilities and the ideal skill level to track the child's less organized growth over time, more evidence can be collected freely flow formally or informally that can be added explanations and
reflections in Later time-consuming may be difficult to keep up and follow along as children move quickly from one activity to another no practical technique for teachers who are in proportion behaviors may not be typical of that observation day compared to other days let's practice collecting evidence example 1 record
run: on 7/2/2/2019, Jorge played in the sandbox for 20 minutes. What did you see with this example? What is the status, status and sequence of events? What did you learn about Jorge? Was the evidence objective? Were the evidence descriptive? Let's try again example 2: Run the record: 7/2/2019. Time: 10:10 am
during outdoor play and exploration, the following activities were available: bicycles, sand, sensory table with gob, hula hoops, balls and a reading area with a basket of books. Jorge played in the sand for 20 minutes. With his left hand, Jorge dug a hole using a shovel. Jorge asked Julissa if it could be a dinosaur, when
it's finished, can I get the dinosaur for a giver? Julissa handed Jorge the dinosaur and said, Can I see? Jorge nodded his head up and down. At 10:30 a.m., the teacher announced that it was time to clean up. Jorge stood, dropped his shovel, ran to the door and got into the queue. While in line, Jorge waved his hands
and said, Come on. Come on. In here. Come here. Max ran over and stood next to Jorge in class. What is the status, status and sequence of events? What did you learn about Jorge? Was the evidence objective? Were the evidence descriptive? [22] Run the log template #1 date: Start time: Start time: Activity Area: Who
did you notice: Run the log template #2 date: Start time: Start time: Activity area: Who did: Run the log interpretation code \\PageIndex{2}\ Whenever you need to count and record the number of times that behavior occurs. [23] Frequency count is an informal monitoring method used to gather information about a child's
interests, social interactions, play patterns, and mood traits. As the teacher observes the children at play, a score mark is made each time the behavior or work referred to occurs within a specified time frame. Frequency kits are also used to track unwanted or challenging behaviors, as well as ideal or positive behaviors.
To create the number of repetitions, you must first decide what social interactions, behaviors, areas of interest, or types of play you want to monitor. You may decide to track your child through a single activity or time frame, or you can determine what your child's typical day might look like and track all the interactions and
experiences he participates in throughout the day. Either way, as you monitor your child, you will make a score mark every time they play in a specific area or view one of the action items as it is included in the number of repetitions. Here are some examples of how to use the frequency count to collect data: Sue has hit a
lot lately and displayed other difficult behaviors. You will need to track the number of times you hit on a typical day, along with any other difficult behaviors. You will also need to track where the incidents occur - are there more accidents while in the classroom or things that happen while playing outside? You'll need to
take a look at when accidents happen most often – are there more accidents earlier in the day or later in the day? You may want to monitor what happens at drop-off time, meal time and bedtime. Finally, you may want to keep track of sue is socializing with and how you play with others. Does Sue offer a consistent play
style (parallel play, collaborative play, spectator play)? Thomas is a new student and his mother wants to know how he is doing. You may want to monitor the centers that Thomas goes to most often throughout the day and follow his interests. You may also want to keep track of whether he is playing alone or with other
children. You and a kid in your class are constantly folding heads. How can you create a supportive environment and provide the right good? You may need to track the baby. Qualities and note how the child approaches activities and how they respond to social situations. After you have collected all the data about that
time frame, count the outcome markers. What can you explain from this data? What areas or action elements have got a large number of score marks? What areas or action elements got a few score marks? Do you see any patterns? As you consider these questions, think about an action plan that may be used for
further support for this child's development. Table \PageIndex{2}\): The advantages and disadvantages of frequency data advantages are quick and easy to use, and no training that can be customized or designed to collect specific baseline data (play patterns, difficult behaviors, social attitudes, mood traits) provides
immeasurable instant data ideal for tracking behaviors over time and for an increase or decrease in incidents that can be useful when planning behavior modification strategies that can be drawn or drawn to find consistent patterns that do not provide rich details or context such as anecdotal notes or records. Operating
there is no clear sequence of events related to certain actions or behaviors (although behavior is tracked, information about the past and the missing outcome) does not provide qualitative evidence that misleading results verification lists may be an effective and practical way to gather information about a child's
development. The reference lists are based on development standards set by development theorists. With each age group, there are some expectations and skills that a child should be able to achieve. Checklists have been designed to track the child's competencies in all areas of development including physical,
cognitive, language, social and emotional. Through a checklist, teachers can easily see what a child can do, as well as areas of development that need further support. Teachers can create their own checklists based on specific skill sets, or they can download an official development checklist from a reputable source to
consider a full range of child development. Check lists can be used to track a large group of children or individual children. Whether you're designing your checklist or downloading one, use it regularly to collect data. The checklist can be used in two ways: you can monitor the child on a given day while engaged in an
activity (either directed by children or directed by a teacher). As you notice, you will check the skills or milestones that a child can do that day, at that moment. You can also review data from other notes (such as running records or anecdotal notes, and business models) that you've collected and add any other skills or
features that were mastered during those earlier notes. * Note: It is important to note the dates you have noticed skills that The check mark alone will limit the reliability and validity of daily scheduling and time to review your observation data regularly. Data collected from other notes (milestones and skill set development)
can be added to the checklist so you can see your child's progress clearly over time. You can use colored pencils to track all the different dates that have been completed. While reviewing the checklist, what can you explain from this data? Does the child show strengths in any areas of growth or learning? What
milestones and skills need more support? As you consider these questions, think about an action plan that may be used for further support for this child's development. How can you provide opportunities for a child to get more practice? What modifications should be made to make the activity more difficult? What add-ons
can be added to continue the learning pattern? [24] PageIndex{3}: The advantages and disadvantages of audit lists are ideal disadvantages for tracking a child's progress over time. Verification lists highlight the developmental strengths that a child is proficient in, as well as those skills that need more support,
development teacher verification lists readily available online through different agencies (i.e. CDC) data can help plan curriculum activities audit lists that do not provide rich details or context such as notes or anecdotal records and there is no clear sequence of events regarding certain procedures or behaviors that focus
reference lists on standards and developmental development without Any consideration of the environment, family influences, cultural influences and the individual development of teachers tend to focus on skills and milestones that have not been mastered, focusing on shortcomings rather than highlighting strengths.
This can make children and parents feel as if they have failed or add unnecessary stress checklists should be updated regularly using other observation methods reference to physical cognitive movement theme labs skills can do needs more history of support and evidence moves in a zigzag style - able to change
directions with the ease of plays follow leaders and mirrors follow other body movements to music cues speeds up and slows down while running or riding the overall engine movement skills you can need to More history support and directory completes tasks on the obstacle path changing directions and stops quickly
during operation The legs on the swing runs and uses the arm and legs in the opposition climbs up and down the stairs with one foot on each step stair jumps on one foot kicks balls catches and throws (bean bags and balls) bicycle pedals 3 wheels (tricycle) bounce the ball several times walks along the balance beam
jumps up and down, jumps forward using weapons fine motor skills can do needs more support history and evidence cuts with scissors marks, crayons, pencils to scribble prints Letters, numbers uses stamps and seal pillow chains beads pour liquid into a manipulated cup, moves and captures small things uses pots to
feed the self buttons and zip banana or orange peelopens and closes the ziplock bag scoops and pours material (sand, dirt, rocks and beads) anecdotal record is an informal control method often used by teachers as a way to help understand the child's personality or behavior. It provides an operating account of
behaviour that is either typical or unusual for a child (Bentzen, 2009, p. 178). Anecdotal records, also referred to as anecdotal notes, are direct observations of a child that provide an opportunity to see in a child's actions, interactions and reactions to people and events. Anecdotal record is an excellent tool that provides
teachers with a range of novels that can be used to display a child's progress over time. Compared to a run record, anecdotal records provide brief notes that focus on a particular event or activity. To gather effective observation altruism, you need to include the following components: accurate and specific details of the
event (vivid descriptions just as you see and hear happening - don't summarize, assume or make judgments) context, setting and status surrounding the event (where, when, and how) objective facts about a child's behavior and interactions (report work and conversations) write records in the tense past here are some
examples of observational evidence you may want to collect : Social interactions with daily routine peers, such as meal times and moving how they use materials in different centers (library, block, mathematics, science, art, music) how they participate in teacher-oriented activities (structured learning opportunities) how
they participate in activities directed to children (open exploration opportunities) how they are inside and how they are outside once the anecdotal record is completed it will take a moment to interpret the data. You will look for patterns and you will notice whether the data reflects the typical or unusual behavior of the
child. To measure a child's progress, you will be looking for his or her strengths (skills and milestones that have been mastered) and their needs (skills and milestones with which the child needs more support). Brief notes help you Educational recommendations (adjustments you will make to the environment to
accommodate the child's individual learning style). The notes you take can help you generate appropriate activities and interactions in terms of lesson planning. All anecdotal records must be dated and safely stored in the child's wallet or file folder. Table \PageIndex{4}: The advantages and disadvantages of the
disadvantages of anecdotal records provides vivid details about WHO, what, when and how it takes less time to write up observation compared to the use of running documented evidence records as it happens, in a sequence that presents objective and descriptive evidence interpreting notes can then be added can then
collect evidence formally (planned) or informally (spontaneously) does not require any special training that provides qualitative data over time, which is useful in tracking data can be contaminated in A child develops over time if it is not written at the moment focusing on a single event, case or behavior at a time and can
miss or overlook important information does not provide the results of the 4 quantitative data. A typical child pattern of development or behavior may not always be reported to the shape (\PageIndex{3}): children's masterpiece. [25] Teachers collect pieces of children's artwork and publish them on the walls of the
classroom forever. Not only do children not enjoy seeing their artwork on screen, parents appreciate seeing their children's work as well! To create a formal work sample but takes more effort than hanging a picture on the wall. What exactly is the work sample? The sample of the work is a tangible part of the evidence that
presents the child's efforts, progress and achievement. More specifically, the sample of the work not only highlights the final product, but can also highlight the process, by highlighting the child's problem-solving efforts, experimentation methods or collaboration skills. Business models are original concrete works that
provide information about the learning experience for the child. Work samples can be collected throughout the school year. Usually, you collect a variety of samples that highlight the overall development of the child in each of the developmental areas: physical; Cognitive; Language; Social - emotional. More specifically,
they may include a child's drawing or drawing, a sample writing from a journal, a cut sample, or photographs of a child involved in activities such as building a block tower, a sand castle or riding a bicycle. Whether you post a work sample on the classroom wall (using a document board) or collect a sample of the children's
portfolio, you must add the documents. The documents will not only help families understand the value of play, but also reinforce the notion that each activity is an opportunity to learn. For accuracy, be sure to include Info: Child's name; Davy Setup; narrative note with description of how and why the sample was collected.
The government's decision to suspend the work of the Commission on The Rights of The People of The United States Make sure your business forms are stored in a safe place such as a folder or wallet file, or electronically in a computer file. Table \\PageIndex{5}: The advantages and disadvantages of work samples
disadvantages provides concrete/visual evidence that teachers can use to track child learning, growth and development over time parents and children alike enjoy seeing work on offer providing authentic documentation which is ideal for evaluating teachers can use information to plan and modify the curriculum to help
children achieve learning goals families can see how children learn through play children can share their own ideas on how to create a work sample and present their views About what they were thinking (authentic guides) children enjoy seeing their work on screen and they can feel empowered when their work is
evaluated can be a waste of time adding anecdotal documents and creating document boards requiring ample storage space that requires a financial investment in technology (camera, video or audio recorder) concerns about confidentiality and privacy when using photos, audio or video template template work in an
article published in The Education of Young Children at NAEYC, Jud Packy shares her thoughts on learning stories I like to think of it as observing small moments that offer great opportunities. [26] Compared to running records or anecdotal observations, the learning story is the observation method that is written in the
form of a narrative story to highlight a child's learning. The learning story continues over the facts about how a child approaches or accomplishes tasks, it highlights key moments in the child's day and focuses on their strengths. When writing a learning story, a teacher who not only writes what she has seen and heard,
she can also write what she thinks while watching the child play. Furthermore, this method encourages the child and his or her family to actively participate in the meditation process. When a teacher shares a learning story with both the child and family members, they can add their comments, ask follow-up questions and
make suggestions on how to proceed based on what's in the learning story. One unique aspect of learning stories is that when used regularly, they can help teachers communicate with families and build strong and respectful relationships. [27] Whether you're planning a note, or automatically watching a child play, and
whether you notice during a teacher-oriented activity or during a children-oriented moment, you can gather some appropriate evidence for your learning story. As you watch and listen to a child in play, you can Some images and atom some objective and descriptive facts that will be used to write a story. As Park
suggested (2016), if you want to learn more about a child's interests and abilities, and how to process information, you'll want to see the following: Participation: How long does a child stay focused and involved in an activity? Deliberately: Does the child have a purpose in his mind or express an action plan? Relationships:
Does the child interact with or communicate with others? Learning Behavior: Does a child have a specific approach to learning things or a preferred learning method? [28] If you want to write a short paragraph or a full page, there are some key components that should be included in the learning story. We will refer to the
EarlyWorks tool and guidelines as Recommended by Tom Drummond to write your observation data. [29] The learning story must include the following: title – all good stories have a title that attracts the reader. Titles can serve as a reminder of the content of the educational story, making it easier for educators to review
them later. Photos - Learning stories must contain at least one image. Visual images evoke passion and connection to a story. Narrative - This is where the storyteller (you) describes what he sees and hears. It is better to write in the first person, using I.... The narrative is the body of the story and highlights the authentic
observational evidence (live facts and details). What it means - this is where the storyteller (you) explains the learning that happened. It is better to write in the second person, using you.... Opportunities and possibilities - you can think about planning the next step and building on what your child knows. The voice of the
family and the child - the child's family is encouraged to provide their understanding of the story. Families can create stories and provide a valuable insight into the learning that takes place at home. Children can also share their views. [30] * Note: The learning story template is available table \pageIndex{6}): The
advantages and disadvantages of learning stories advantages the child receives positive messages that his ideas and way of thinking are valuable and that they enjoy hearing stories about their teacher, child and family successes have an equal opportunity to think about thinking and learning child stories to provide
insight into the best way to plan for more meaningful approaches. Stories capture moments in a child's daily life that can be used with other surveillance tools to create a comprehensive file about the child provides authentic information about the child's strengths in friendly form and personal informing informs families how
children learn through play and how they are natural learners, eager investigators, and problem solving. Opens the door to Conversations with parents about school experiences can be a waste of time and can be difficult to remain objective focused on a single event, attitude or behavior at a time and can miss out or
overlook important information that does not provide quantitative data results may not always report a typical child's pattern of development or template story learning behavior searching for ways to take advantage of technology in a regular routine can make collecting observation guides much more efficient for busy
teachers. Photos, videos, and audio recordings can capture children's explorations, investigations, play, and learning experiences at the real moment. With this type of documentation, teachers can recreate key moments on the child's day to look for specific interactions, play patterns, developmental milestones, conflicts
and achievements. With this technique, teachers can also listen to language development by recording actual conversations that children have with their peers. Teachers can also monitor how to solve the problem of children and can record special moments as well as capture moments every day. As with work samples,
teachers can share their observation guides with children. Children are fascinated by seeing and hearing themselves. This type of document provides the most authentic evidence of all control methods. There are many ways to integrate technology into your classroom. It is important to keep in mind that each early care
and education program will have its own protocol, policies and procedures regarding the use of technology to document children's learning, development and development, so be sure to check what you can and cannot do. Here are some suggestions you might want to combine: Use a camera, laptop, tablet, or
smartphone to record notes and take photos ask your child to dictate a story and you can write it on a computer, use a scan audio recorder, or make copies of children's work, such as drawings or writing, to create a visual timeline that shows the child's skills evolving over time. Use e-mail or parent connection application
to publish business forms, use voice-to-text software to document important discussions. For example, children can explain how they made a piece of art. Take photos of 3D work. For example, carpentry projects, block towers, sand castles, and culinary creations. Film dramas and musical performances produced by
children. Use a video camera to document how children progress as they develop in each area. For example, look at playful interactions to track social and emotional development; Monitor how children handle scientific or mathematics activities to track cognitive development. [31] Surveillance data can be conveniently
stored on a computer and The child can have a file, file, or file file. For each child, you can include photos of them in play, photos from their work samples, and any audio recordings or videos you have collected (as suggested above). When you use smartphones to take photos or videos, you can easily upload information
to your computer or transfer information to other devices. Some teachers may want to use an app to formally organize surveillance guides, and some schools may buy a program that connects families to daily observations. Some centers may even use an electronic evaluation program (such as DRDP) to track child
growth progress, and teachers regularly upload monitoring guides as part of the assessment process. Here are some additional suggestions on how to organize and use stored electronic surveillance guides: Photos can be scanned, printed and published in the classroom, you can create a photo slideshow for family
nights or as a screen stop, children can watch a montage video of a project titled Complete, children can look at old images to monitor their own development progress and can provide feedback on their work, thinking and developmental results. [32] Table \PageIndex{6}): The advantages and disadvantages of technology
advantages provide tangible/visual evidence that teachers can use to track child learning, growth and development over time parents and children alike enjoy seeing work on an authentic document capture and is ideal for evaluating teachers can use information to plan and modify the curriculum to help children achieve
learning goals families can see how children learn through play children can share their own ideas on how Creating a work sample and presenting their views on what they were thinking (an authentic guide) children enjoy seeing their work on display and they can feel empowered when their work is evaluated using
multiple media, children can be observed in their natural environments can be a waste of time adding anecdotal documents and creating document boards requires ample storage space that requires financial investment in technology (camera, video recorder or voice) concerns about confidentiality and privacy when using
photos, videos or videos
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